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What  better way to know Cézanne 
than to copy his paintings?



Painter Paul Sérusier

Of an apple by Cézanne one says: 

‘How beautiful!’ 

One would not peel it; one would like to 
copy it. It is in that that the spiritual power 

of Cézanne consists.
(AGH Catalogue:Leca with Coutagne 2014:24)



Project:  Copy 2 large format paintings 

After Cézanne: 
The Basket Of Apples  
1893, Chicago Art 
Institute

After Cézanne:
Detail from Still Life 
with a Curtain
1899, Hermitage



Project:    Selected contrasting images to copy 

Cool interior with depth        Warm light – shallow space

Gordon 2014



Project:   applying his techniques
to actual set-ups

Two Apples on a Chair

Still Life with Seven 
Apples and a Tube of 
Paint  Cat. Plate 14

Still Life with Apples 
on a Chair 
Cat. Plate 13

Lemon, Apple, Oranges and
Coffee Mug



Paul Cézanne   The Basket of Apples    c. 1893
Art Institute of Chicago (23.6 by 31.5 in)                                           (Photo: D. Gordon Aug. 2014)



What is this talk about?

Process of copying and painting another artist’s image 
Problems in re-inventing/re-creating early stages

Discoveries:

unique way Cézanne created perspective

how he used colour to make certain objects “pop” 

how his brushwork created volume, shape, and depth



Process: my early stages

Select Image Trace
Enlarge onto 16 by 

20 inch Canvas

Monochrome
outlines and 

shadows
Select Colours



Trace       Enlarge     Apply to Canvas 



Contours and shadows - transparent hue, 
thinned with turpentine



Thinned Colour Washes 3  Primary colours plus green
(Effect: cooler light)



Secondary Colours: orange, green and purple
(Effect:  warmer light)



Is this how 
Cézanne started 
his paintings?

Cézanne Nature morte á la cruche (Still 
Life with Water Jug) 1893  Tate

(AGH Catalogue: 117)

Blue outlines

Defined shadows

Large colour areas

Parallel brushstrokes

Colour modulations



Process:  my middle stages

Start with 
large areas*

Paint all 
over the 
canvas*

Keep
correcting 
the 
drawing*

Use tube 
colours*

Paint apple 
by apple*

3 hours per 
session*

Turpentine
only*

No shiny 
glazes*

Some 
apples are 
pears*

Detailed 
brushwork*

(* many similarities to Cézanne’s process)



Pure tube colours   
Moderate mixing on palette              

Wet-on-wet on canvas     

Reference:  Émile Bernard’s list of Cézanne’s palette



Mid-Stages: more thin colour,  some black outlines, 
angled brushstrokes 



I had to “think apple” to paint the apples at first. 

“You must think…the eye is not enough, it needs to think as well ” 
Cézanne



detailed brushwork 

“I proceed very slowly” Cézanne



Project: Problems in copying 

Photo has less information 

than the original painting.

Colour differences and lack of detail in a 
printed photo.

Copying his meticulous brushwork was 
tedious.



Time, Distance and Layers 

Set-up my own chair with apples



The different stages showing how my apple painting developed. Paint the fruit first! 



Discovering Cézanne

His Unusual Composition

His Use of Colour

His Unique Brushwork



Composition

People will teach you the laws of perspective at the 
Beaux-Arts, but they have never seen that depth 

results from a juxtaposition of vertical and horizontal 
surfaces, and that is what perspective is.  I have 

discovered it after long efforts, and I have painted in 
surfaces, because I do nothing which I have not seen, 

and what I paint exists.  
Cézanne to poet Jean Royere in mid-1890s



Why are blue-yellow in opposite corners,
and red-yellow–green 

in the other two?

Reinforced by 
diagonal 

composition lines 

Crossing 
colours 
unite 

different 
areas 



Why is the back wall closer on 
the left hand side?

Narrow 
horizontals 
towards back

W i d e r  
s p a c e  
between 
horizontal 
lines in centre

Stepped
horizontals 

create 
perspective



Why is the dark wine bottle so centrally 
placed? It divides the 

picture 
vertically:

Right half  a 
different view 
than left





Still Life… with 
Movement

Table edge lifts up

Energizes the 
painting

Emphasizes  circular 
movement

(See Loran 1943 Cezanne’s 
Composition)



All this to create … a cool interior, sun-lit
apples spilling across a table, all held in 

place by a calm majestic bottle … and a pear 

DG version 2014



Colour

Light is not a thing that can be 
reproduced, but something that 

must be depicted using something 
else: colours

Cézanne



WARM                            COOL

ANALOGOUS
COLOURS =
Beside

PRIMARY:  RED -YELLOW -BLUE

SECONDARY:  OR-GRN-VIOLET

COMPLEMENTARY = 
Opposite

Lightest

Darkest
Mix 2 opposites = neutral gray



His Use of Colour
Pure colour vs neutrals for depth and perspective

Analogous colours to create shape and volume

Complements to create contrast, separate objects from 
background

Blue = space

All the elements of light are there – just in different colours, 
rather than classical tonal variations



Colour creates Volume and Perspective
ANALOGUOUS Y  - 0 - R

PURE COLOURS AGAINST NEUTRALS AND 
COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS GREEN/ BLUES

Original 1893



“You have got to get curved shadows on fruit 
just right to give the shape (3D)”  DG Notes

COLOUR CONTOURS: LIGHT - HIGHLIGHT -
SHADOW - REFLECTED LIGHT – CURVE - EDGES

TONAL CONTOURS FOR AN APPLE

DG 2014



No continuous outline – He uses many 
ways to separate fruit from background

AGH Cat. Plate 14



His Brushwork
Distinctive – lozenge-shaped, parallel or tilted strokes

Shapes objects – follows contours in a series of planes

Interwoven brushwork causes the eye to blend different 
colours

Large multi-coloured areas read as  one  - a table, a tablecloth, 
a wall, or chair

Energy and vibration – lively dynamic strokes 

Side-by each in pure colour energizes the image



“You really have to do his brushwork to 
make it pop” DG Notes

AGH Cat. Plate 13

“Cezanne 
developed 

parallel 
diagonally 
arranged 

brushstrokes 
in late 1870s 

as his 
signature 

style”  (Leca
2014:51)



“This technique of vertical short strokes is very lively, the 
pure colour mixes on the canvas…Has an energy and 
vibration” DG Notes

CÉZANNE APPLES

AGH Catalogue: 175



Paul Cézanne:
carefully composes the still life set-ups

uses horizontals, diagonals and verticals to create perspective 

uses diagonals to reinforce circular movement around the canvas

could draw very well

deliberately tilts objects and surfaces to create depth and movement 

pops objects forward 

with pure analoguous colours against neutrals

with complementary or opposite colours

energizes and enlivens his images with his unique, meticulous and detailed 
brushwork



“Cézanne believed in the vitality of inanimate objects…” 
(Leca 2014:75)

Nature is not on the surface; it is in the 
depths.  

Colours are the surface expression of this 
depth.  

They grow from the roots of the world. 

They are its life, the life of ideas.



Cézanne even went so far as to make a faithful copy of a painting by 
Pissarro to familiarise himself with his friend’s technique. 

He did not always find it easy to paint short, patient brushstrokes side by 
side on the canvas (Becks-Malorny 2011:24)

Cézanne et moi aussi Le Fin


